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Abstract
Spectrum sensing is a crucial component of opportunistic spectrum access schemes, which aim at improving
spectrum utilization by allowing for the reuse of idle licensed spectrum. Sensing a spectral band before using it makes
sure the legitimate users are not disturbed. To that end, a number of different spectrum sensing method have been
developed in the literature. Cyclostationary detection is a particular sensing approach that takes use of the built-in
periodicities characteristic to most man-made signals. It offers a compromise between achievable performance and
the amount of prior information needed. However, it often requires a significant amount of data in order to provide a
reliable estimate of the cyclic autocorrelation (CA) function. In this work, we take advantage of the inherent sparsity of
the cyclic spectrum in order to estimate CA from a low number of linear measurements and enable blind
cyclostationary spectrum sensing. Particularly, we propose two compressive spectrum sensing algorithms that exploit
further prior information on the CA structure. In the first one, we make use of the joint sparsity of the CA vectors with
regard to the time delay, while in the second one, we introduce structure dictionary to enhance the reconstruction
performance. Furthermore, we extend a statistical test for cyclostationarity to accommodate sparse cyclic spectra. Our
numerical results demonstrate that the new methods achieve a near constant false alarm rate behavior in contrast to
earlier approaches from the literature.
Keywords: Cyclostationarity, Spectrum sensing, Sparse recovery
1 Introduction
The scarcity of radio spectrum constitutes a major
roadblock to current and future innovation in wireless
communications. To alleviate this problem, it has been
proposed to make spectral resources, which are currently
underutilized, available for reuse under a paradigm that
goes by the name of opportunistic spectrum access (OSA)
[1]. Spectrum sensing is one of its core technologies. It
allows an unlicensed transceiver, a so-called secondary
user (SU), to access a licensed spectral band without inter-
fering with the owner of the band’s license, the so-called
primary user (PU). The fundamental task in spectrum
sensing is to decide between two hypotheses, the first of
which states that the spectral band under investigation
is free (H0), while the second asserts that it is occupied
(H1). Considering the baseband signal x(t) observed at
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a secondary system receiver, the two hypotheses can be
written as
H0 : x(t) = η(t),
H1 : x(t) = s′(t) + η(t), (1)
where η(t) denotes receiver noise and s′(t) stands for a PU
signal after propagation effects.
A number of spectrum sensing algorithms have been
proposed in the literature [2–4]. Broadly speaking, they
can be divided into three major types, namely, energy
detection, stochastic feature detection, and matched filter
detection, where different types require different amounts
of prior knowledge about the PU signal. While matched
filter ([5], Ch. 4.3) detectors require the knowledge of
the exact waveform of at least a part of the PU signal,
energy detection [6] does not require any prior knowl-
edge. Feature detectors are an in-between as they only
make assumptions about structural or statistical proper-
ties of the signal. One of the stochastic features which
lets an SU receiver discriminate between pure station-
ary noise (H0) and a communication signal contaminated
© The Author(s). 2017 Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
reproduction in any medium, provided you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the
Creative Commons license, and indicate if changes were made.
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with noise (H1) is cyclostationarity. In contrast to pure
stationary noise, most man-made signals vary periodically
with time [7] and can thus be characterized as cyclo-
stationary. Although the data contained in a modulated
signal may be a purely stationary random process, the
coupling with sine wave carriers, pulse trains, repeating,
spreading, hopping sequences, and cyclic prefixes going
along with its modulation causes a built-in periodicity [8].
The use of cyclostationarity for the purpose of spectrum
sensing has been investigated from a variety of perspec-
tives ranging from single node signal detection [9–16]
to collaborative approaches that take use of the spatial
diversity [17, 18]. One of the particularly well-known
algorithms for cyclostationary spectrum sensing is the
so-called time-domain test (TDT) as introduced in [9].
The test can decide between the presence and absence
of cyclostationarity for a pre-specified potential cycle fre-
quency α. It operates on the cyclic autocorrelation (CA),
which, given an observed signal x(t), is defined as [7]
Rαx (τ ) = limT→∞
1
T
T/2∫
−T/2
x(t + τ/2)x∗(t − τ/2)e−j2παtdt
(2)
for a potential cycle frequency α and a delay τ . For purely
stationary signals, Rαx (τ ) = 0 for all α = 0, while for cyclo-
stationary signals, Rαx (τ ) = 0 for some α = 0. The α with
non-zero CA coefficients are called cycle frequencies. The
set of cycle frequencies caused by one of potentially multi-
ple incommensurate second-order periodicities in a cyclo-
stationary signal comprises the periodicity’s fundamental
cycle frequency (the reciprocal of the fundamental period)
as well as its harmonics. Given the above information, we
can rewrite the hypothesis test (1) as
H0 : ∀{α ∈ R|α = 0} : Rαx (τ ) = 0,
H1 : ∃{α ∈ R|α = 0} : Rαx (τ ) = 0. (3)
It is important to note that practically, instead of the
statistical CA (2), one normally operates on the sample
CA obtained from a limited number of signal samples.
The coefficients of the sample CA are not constant but
rather follow different probability distributions, depend-
ing on whether H0 or H1 is true. To account for this, the
hypothesis test (3) is modified by considering different test
statistic under H0 and H1. As a result, the TDT provides
a typical constant false alarm rate (CFAR) performance.
Returning to (3), we note that the CA is zero on its whole
support except the set of cycle frequencies and α = 0.
Therefore, it can be called sparse. The exploitation of spar-
sity in signal processing has a long history [19]. The recent
years, however, have seen a vastly accelerated develop-
ment of the field resulting in a new sampling paradigm
called compressive sampling (CS) [20, 21]. It postulates
that sparse or compressible signals, i.e., the signals that
can be represented or well approximated by only a few
non-zero coefficients in some domain, can be sampled
and recovered from fewer number of measurements than
traditionally required. A crucial observation here is that
one can design an effective measurement strategy that is
governed by the amount of the signals’ information con-
tent, rather than its ambient dimension. To date, there
is a large amount of powerful algorithms available that
solve sparse recovery problems in the CS context ranging
from optimization approaches to classical pursuits such
as the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [22] and more
specialized algorithms such as the compressive sampling
matching pursuit (CoSaMP) [23] for instance.
Multiple contributions have been made in the field
of compressive cyclostationary spectrum sensing. The
authors of [24] for instance formulate the estimation of
the cyclic autocorrelation as a sparse recovery problem,
which they solve using the OMP [22]. Based on the
sparse estimate of the CA, they propose two detection
methods that exploit different CA properties. The first
one, called slot comparison method (SCM), compares the
biggest CA components OMP finds in two consecutive
blocks of samples. If for both blocks, the same discrete
cycle frequencies are chosen, H1 is selected; otherwise,
H0 is selected. The second detection algorithm is called
symmetry method (SM). It exploits the fact, that for cer-
tain types of signals, the CA is symmetric around the
direct current (DC) component. Although both of them
present blind detectors meaning that they operate with-
out prior knowledge of the cycle frequencies present in
the signal, they do not allow for a CFAR performance,
which is considered a desired detector feature [4]. Instead
of the CA, the authors of [25] use the spectral corre-
lation (SC), which is the Fourier transform of the CA
over τ , for detecting multiple transmitters in a wideband
signal using compressive sampling. In order to estimate
the SC from compressed samples via CS, they estab-
lished a direct linear relation between the compressed
samples and the SC. Based on [25], the authors of [26]
derive a method for recovering the SC from sub-Nyquist
samples using a reduced complexity approach, for which
they provide a closed-form solution. In [27], the modu-
lated wideband converter (MWC) [28] is used to obtain
the SC from sub-Nyquist samples to then apply cyclo-
stationarity detection. Furthermore, it has been recently
shown that under certain conditions, the CA can be
efficiently recovered from a low number of samples
even without enforcing the sparsity property [29–31].
This can be done by exploiting cross-correlations between
different outputs of the compressive sampler. The main
drawback of the aforementioned works is that provid-
ing the estimate of the entire cyclic spectrum, they still
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require the knowledge of the cycle frequencies for the
detection step.
In this work, we employ a composite approach that
combines the sparse recovery of CA from its compressive
measurements for blind cycle frequency estimation with
a CFAR TDT detection. This said the contribution of this
paper is manifold. We propose two novel sparsity-aided
CA estimation algorithms, both of which exploit further
prior information about the CA in addition to its sparsity:
the simultaneous OMP-based (SOber) and the dictionary
assisted (Dice) compressive CA estimator. The first one
exploits the joint sparsity of the CA vectors with regard
to the time delay in order to recover the CA matrix for all
delays simultaneously, while the second one takes advan-
tage of the signal-induced structure of the CA by intro-
ducing structure dictionaries into the recovery process.
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed CA
estimators, we derive a closed-form expression of the CA
of sampled linearly modulated signals with rectangular
pulse shape. Furthermore, we show how this expression
can be used as prior information in the dictionary assisted
approach. Note that the use of sparse recovery in the novel
CA estimation approaches results in the automatic detec-
tion of signal’s cycle frequencies. This in turn allows blind
spectrum sensing by eliminating the integral need of the
classical TDT for the perfect knowledge of the said cycle
frequencies. However, the resulting sparse structure of the
compressive CA estimates does not allow for the applica-
tion of the traditional TDT since the noise statistics are
missing. To compensate for this phenomenon, we develop
a modified TDT and thus enable blind compressive cyclo-
stationary spectrum sensing. Numerical tests show that
the proposed method achieves a near CFAR behavior.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section 2.1 introduces the signal model and presents the
classical method for CA estimation, while Section 2.2
presents the time-domain test based on the classical CA
estimation. A CA estimator based on joint sparsity of mul-
tiple vectors is introduced in Section 3 and the CA esti-
mator exploiting additional prior knowledge is described
in Section 4. An extension of the TDT to accommo-
date sparse CA estimates is developed in Section 5.
The numerical evaluation of the proposed estimation
and detection approaches as well as the interpretation
of the results is given in Section 6. Section 7 concludes
the paper.
2 Cyclostationary spectrum sensing
2.1 Systemmodel and CA estimation
Consider a secondary system receiver that needs to decide
whether a certain spectral band is occupied or free. It sam-
ples the baseband signal x(t) uniformly with a sampling
period Te. This results in the vector of discrete samples
xt0 ∈ CN , where
xt0 = [x (t0), x (t0 + Te), . . . , x (t0 + (N − 1)Te)]T .
(4)
We assume that the vector xt0 is discrete and zero mean,
and due to the nature of man-made signals, it represents
an (almost [32], Ch. 1.3) cyclostationary process [9]. The
presence of stochastic periodicity in the samples and thus
the presence of a man-made signal can be revealed by
applying a detection algorithm such as the TDT to the
CA of the samples. There are different ways of obtaining
the CA from the baseband samples, one of which is the
following (classical) estimator
Rˆax,t0(ν) =
1
N
N−1−ν∑
n=0
x (t0 + nTe)x∗ (t0 + (n + ν)Te)
× e−j2π aN ne−jπ aN ν . (5)
Evaluating this function results in the CA coefficient
for the cycle frequency α = aNTe and the time delay
τ = νTe, where a stands for the discrete cycle frequency
and ν denotes the discrete time delay. Note that the fac-
tor e−jπ aN ν remains constant throughout the sum. It is a
phase shift necessary to maintain compatibility with the
symmetric CA (2). The estimator (5) is biased but exhibits
a smaller estimation variance than an unbiased one [9].
We define rˆνx as an N length CA vector whose nth
element is Rˆnx,t0(ν), i.e.,
rˆνx =
[
Rˆ0x,t0(ν), . . . , Rˆ
N−1
x,t0 (ν)
]T
. (6)
Subsequently, we re-write the estimation of the CA vec-
tor as a matrix-vector product. To do so, we need the (N
element) delay product with time delay τ = νTe, which is
given by
yνN = xt0 ◦ x∗t0+νTe , (7)
where ◦ denotes component-wise multiplication. Note
that since the receiver only takes N samples, x∗t0+νTe is
zero-padded at the end while yνN is a vector of length N.
The CA vector is now given by
rˆνx =
1
N Fy
ν
N , (8)
where F denotes the (N × N) discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) matrix. The N × nν CA matrix for time delays
ν1Te, . . . , νnνTe is given by
Rˆx =
[rˆν1x , . . . , rˆνnνx ] = 1N FYN , (9)
with YN =
[yν1N , . . . , yνnνN
]∈ CN×nν .
2.2 The time-domain test (TDT) for cyclostationarity
Given the statistical CA, one could decide between H0
and H1 by testing it for being non-zero at the signal’s
inherent cycle frequencies according to (3). However, as
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mentioned in Section 1, instead of the statistical CA, we
only have access to its estimation, the sample CA (which
asymptotically converges to the statistical CA). This hin-
ders the direct applicability of (3) for signal detection as
coefficients of the sample CA are not constant anymore.
In the seminal work [9], the probability distributions that
the sample CA coefficients follow under H0 or H1 have
been identified and a test for cyclostationarity based on
this knowledge has been designed. The test is briefly
described in the following.
Consider the 2nν × 1 vector
rˆxx∗(a0) =
[
Re
{
Rˆx [a0, ν1]
}
, . . . ,Re
{
Rˆx
[
a0, νnν
]}
,
Im
{
Rˆx [a0, ν1]
}
, . . . , Im
{
Rˆx
[
a0, νnν
]}]T
,
(10)
which represents the concatenation of the real and the
imaginary part of the row of Rˆx corresponding to the dis-
crete cycle frequency a0. The frequency a0 is the cycle
frequency of interest, i. e., the one for the presence of
which we want to test the signal. Given this vector, we can
formulate the following non-asymptotic hypotheses
H0 : rˆxx∗(a0) = xx∗(a0),
H1 : rˆxx∗(a0) = rxx∗(a0) + xx∗(a0), (11)
where rxx∗(a0) is the deterministic but unknown asymp-
totic counterpart of rˆxx∗(a0) and xx∗(a0) is the estima-
tion error. Note that in contrast to the hypotheses from
Eq. (3), this formulation considers the presence of cyclo-
stationarity in the received signal for one fixed cycle
frequency a0.
Since rxx∗(a0) is non-random, the distribution of
rˆxx∗(a0) underH0 andH1 only differs in mean. As shown
in [9], the estimation error xx∗(a0) asymptotically follows
a Gaussian distribution, i. e.,
lim
N→∞
√
Nxx∗(a0)D=N (0,xx∗(a0)), (12)
where xx∗(a0) is the statistical covariance matrix of
rˆxx∗(a0) and D= denotes convergence in distribution.
The 2nν × 2nν covariance matrix xx∗(a0) can be
computed as [9]
xx∗(a0) =
⎡
⎣ Re
{
Q+Q∗
2
}
Im
{
Q−Q∗
2
}
Im
{
Q+Q∗
2
}
Re
{
Q∗−Q
2
}
⎤
⎦ , (13)
where the (m, n)th entries of the nν × nν matrices Q and
Q∗ are given by
Q(m, n) = SyνmN yνnN (2a0, a0), and (14)
Q∗(m, n) = S∗yνmN yνnN (0,−a0) (15)
respectively. The term SyνmN yνnN (·, ·) denotes the unconju-
gated, while the term S∗yνmN yνnN (·, ·) denotes the conjugated
cyclic spectrum of a signal. One way to estimate these
is to determine the following frequency-smoothed peri-
odograms:
SˆyνmN yνnN (2a0, a0) =
1
NL
L−1
2∑
s=− L−12
W (s)
× Rˆx[ a0 − s, νn] Rˆx[ a0 + s, νm] (16)
Sˆ∗yνmN yνnN (0,−a0) =
1
NL
L−1
2∑
s=− L−12
W (s)
× Rˆ∗x[ a0 + s, νn] Rˆx[ a0 + s, νm] , (17)
where W is a normalized spectral window of odd length
L. Looking at the Eqs. (16) and (17), it becomes clear why
the cyclic spectrum is often referred to as the spectral
correlation.
Given the estimated quantities described above, the fol-
lowing generalized likelihood ratio (GLR) test statistic can
be derived [17]
Txx∗ = N rˆxx∗(a0)ˆ−1xx∗(a0)rˆTxx∗(a0). (18)
The test statistic can be interpreted as a normal-
ized energy. The inverse of the covariance matrix scales
rˆxx∗(a0) such that under H0, its entries follow a standard
normal distribution. Thus, under H0, the test statistic
asymptotically follows a central chi-squared distribution
with 2nτ degrees of freedom i. e., limN→∞Txx∗
D= χ22nν ,
while under H1, the test statistic asymptotically follows a
non-central chi-squared distribution with unknown non-
centrality parameter λ, i. e., lim
N→∞Txx∗
D= χ22nν (λ). Based
on the above test statistic, we can design a CFAR detec-
tor with some false alarm rate Pfa by finding the corre-
sponding decision threshold in the χ22nν tables. We cannot
design a test based on a desired detection rate Pd since
although rxx∗(a0) is deterministic, it depends on the type
of signal emitted by the transmitter as well as the sig-
nal to noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver, both of which are
assumed to be unknown.
The classical approach for cyclostationary spectrum
sensing is to apply the TDT to the CA estimate from (5).
However, to do so, one needs to know which cycle fre-
quency to test beforehand, which eliminates the possibil-
ity of true blind spectrum sensing. One could sequentially
test the received signal for all possible cycle frequen-
cies. However, with high probability, the estimation noise
at some cycle frequency would have a value above the
decision threshold, leading to a false alarm.
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3 Sparsity-aided CA estimation: simultaneous
OMP-based estimator
As discussed in Section 1, for most man-made signals
the CA is (asymptotically) sparsely occupied, containing
spikes only at the DC component as well as the cycle
frequencies of inherent signal periodicities and their har-
monics. In this section, we take advantage of this inherent
sparsity and cast the CA estimation as a joint sparse
recovery problem. Since this method is able to detect
the CA’s support, it removes the traditional approach’s
requirement of knowing the cycle frequencies before-
hand, enabling thus blind cyclostationarity-based spec-
trum sensing possible.
We begin by rewriting Eq. (9) as
YN = NF−1Rˆx, (19)
where F−1 is the inverse discrete Fourier transform
(IDFT) matrix. Now, consider anm × N matrixM, which
consists of a selection of m rows of the N × N iden-
tity matrix IN . It represents the undersampling operation.
Applying M to xt0 , we obtain an m × 1 vector of com-
pressive samples1 x¯t0 = Mxt0 . Now, we can calculate an
m element delay product with time delays τ = νiTe, i.e.,
yνm = x¯t0◦x¯∗t0+νTe . Stacking all yνm together into onematrixYm, we finally obtain
Ym = MYN = NMF−1Rˆx, (20)
where Ym contains a selection of m coefficients of the
delay products for different delays νiTe. Note that νi ∈
[0,N − 1] are chosen such that x¯t0 + νiTe is non-empty.
We nowwant to recover Rˆx from Ym by solving the under-
determined inverse problem (20). To do so, we exploit our
knowledge about the CA’s sparsity.
The straightforward solution would be to solve the fol-
lowing optimization problem
min
∥∥∥vec
{
Rˆx
}∥∥∥

0
s.t. Ym = NMF−1Rˆx,
(21)
where ‖·‖
0 denotes the 
0 “norm” [20], which is the num-
ber of non-zero entries in a vector, and vec{·} stands for
the vectorization of a matrix, i. e., the concatenation of its
columns to a single vector. Eq. 21 is known to be a non-
convex combinatorial problem [20]. One way to solve it
within a practically feasible amount of time is to substi-
tute the 
0-“norm” by its tightest convex relaxation, the 
1
norm.With high probability, this produces the same result
since for most large underdetermined systems of linear
equations, the minimal 
1-norm solution is also the spars-
est solution [33]. Another way of solving (21) efficiently is
by applying one of the many greedy sparse recovery algo-
rithms that have been developed in the field of CS, such
as, e.g., orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [22].
OMP is a greedy algorithm that iteratively determines
a vector’s support from an underdetermined system of
linear equations and subsequently recovers the vector
by solving a least-square problem. Using it, we could
solve (21) for each column of Rˆx individually (as in [24]),
i. e., we could solve
min
∥∥rˆνx
∥∥

0
s.t. yνm = NMF−1rˆνx ,
(22)
for each ν. Instead, we notice that the vectors rˆνx
∣∣νnν
ν=ν1are jointly sparse with regard to the time delay. Therefore,
stacking rˆνx in Rˆx results in a row-sparse matrix whose
rows are (asymptotically) non-zero only at the indices cor-
responding to the cycle frequencies. In order to exploit
this additional structure, we propose to use an exten-
sion of OMP called simultaneous orthogonal matching
pursuit (SOMP) [34] to recover the CA matrix Rˆx at
once. The CA estimation based on SOMP is summa-
rized in Algorithm 1, which we further refer to as SOber.
The goal of SOber is to find the indices of the atoms con-
tained in Ym, i. e., the support of the columns of Rˆx, and
subsequently recover the identified non-zero rows of Rˆx
by solving least-square problems. We start with an empty
support S0. Each iteration, one atom (a column of the
matrix A = NMF−1) index is added to the support. The
index is selected according to the sum of the absolute cor-
relation values between the corresponding atoms and the
delay products of different time delays (lines 3–4). Using
the new support set Si, a least-square problem is solved for
each column in Rˆx (lines 5–6). In each iteration, the atom
index to be added to the index set is chosen according to
the correlation between the residuum of Ym and the atom
set. Since every iteration adds one index to the support set,
one usually chooses niter greater than or equal to the spar-
sity of the signal to be recovered. The difference between
OMP (used in, e. g., [24]) and SOMP can be found in line 4,
where SOMP jointly considers the amount of correlation
between atoms and the delay products of multiple delays,
while OMP would select the support of rˆνx
∣∣nν
l=1 for each
l individually.
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4 Sparsity-aided CA estimation:
dictionary-assisted estimator
In Section 3, we have described a SOMP-based algorithm
that estimates the cycle frequencies and the CA from
fewer samples than required using the classic approach
by taking into consideration the inherent sparsity of
the CA. In this section, we develop an algorithm that
makes use of additional prior knowledge about the sig-
nal’s structure in the form of structure dictionaries to
further enhance the cycle frequency and CA estima-
tion. Like SOber, the new algorithm does not require the
prior knowledge about the cycle frequencies contained in
the signal.
One fact about the CA that could be exploited is that
using a rectangular pulse shape, a linearly modulated
signal’s CA exhibits spikes not only at the signal’s funda-
mental cycle frequency but also at the harmonics thereof.
Another one is the symmetry of the CA around the DC
component. First steps in this direction showing promis-
ing results have been taken in [35]. The drawback of
the solution proposed in [35] is that the convex opti-
mization problem used to recover the CA becomes huge
for practical parameter choices, which results in a pro-
hibitively large computational complexity. To circumvent
this, we propose an OMP-based greedy algorithm that
takes advantage of the additional prior knowledge while
featuring a much smaller complexity than the optimiza-
tion problem.
The proposed Dice algorithm (Algorithm 2) follows the
same idea as the SOber algorithm (Algorithm 1) in that,
it iteratively determines the support of the sparse CA and
subsequently recovers it by solving an overdetermined
least-square problem. However, in contrast to SOber, Dice
facilitates the use of further prior knowledge in addition
to the CA’s sparsity in the recovery process. Thus, in addi-
tion to the inputs received by SOber, Dice needs a set of
structure dictionaries
◦
D
(N
2
)
l |nνl=1, one dictionary for each
delay value νl that is to be considered in the recovery
process. Since the structure dictionaries do not necessar-
ily model the DC component of the CA, it is added to
the support set in the initialization phase in Dice (line
1). Instead of working with the amount of correlation
between the residuum and the atoms directly as in SOber,
the Dice algorithm computes combinations of these as
dictated by the structure dictionaries in use (lines 3, 4).
This way, the decision about the non-zero cycle frequen-
cies (line 5) takes into account the structure of the CA.
Additionally, instead of adding a single element to the sup-
port set per iteration, Algorithm 2 adds all indices to the
support set that have a non-zero value in the selected dic-
tionary word. The recovery step (cf. lines 6, 7) remains
unchanged. Note that in Algorithm 2, the abs(·) opera-
tor stands for the element-wise absolute value of a matrix,
while the selection operator [·]l: denotes the lth row of a
matrix.
In the following, we introduce two particular structure
dictionaries that can be used with the proposed algorithm:
(i) the dictionary that accounts for the symmetry of the
CA and (ii) the dictionary that describes the harmonic
structure of the CA as well as its shape.
4.1 Symmetry dictionary
LetD(
N
2 )sym ∈ {0, 1}N2 ×N2 denote the symmetry dictionary. Its
columns represent possible cycle frequencies contained in
the set a ∈ {1, . . . , N2 }. For simplicity, this set is chosen
such that the frequencies contained in it lie at the center
frequencies of the CA’s DFT bins. An entry of the dic-
tionary covers elements 1 to N2 of rˆνx which is indexed
from 0 to N − 1. The symmetry dictionary is simply given
by the identity matrix, i. e., D(
N
2 )sym = IN
2
. To model the
whole vector rˆνx , the dictionary is extended to include the
DC component, which is set to zero, as well as the neg-
ative cycle frequencies. Note that the DC component is
set to zero because its value is independent of the pres-
ence of cyclostationarity. The resulting full dictionary is
exemplarily given by
◦
D
(3)
sym =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (23)
The circle above the symbol indicates that it is the full
version of the dictionary, i. e., the one spanning the whole
Fourier range. The ones in the matrix specify the loca-
tions of the non-zero coefficients in the CA fitting the
format of (9). Note that in the case of the symmetry dic-
tionary, all of
◦
D
(N2 )
l |nνl=1 in Algorithm 2 are identical i. e.,
◦
D
(N2 )
l |nνl=1 =
◦
D
(N2 )
sym.
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4.2 Asymptotic CA and asymptotic dictionary
The symmetry structure dictionary exploits one of the
facts we know about the CA. In order to explore an
extreme in terms of prior knowledge, we create a dic-
tionary that contains the maximum possible amount of
prior information about the CA, i. e., the one containing
the asymptotic CA itself. This requires knowledge of the
analytic expression for the discrete asymptotic CA vector,
which we derive in the following.
To assess the performance of different CA estimation
algorithms, we employ common linearly modulated sig-
nals with symbol length Ts as described by the following
equation ([7], Eq. 73)
s(t) =
∞∑
n=−∞
cnp (t − nTs + φ). (24)
Here, p(t) is a deterministic finite-energy pulse, φ repre-
sents a fixed pulse-timing phase parameter and cn stands
for the nth symbol to be transmitted. We are now inter-
ested in an expression for the discrete asymptotic CA
vector of the above signal type.
The fundamental cycle frequency of the built-in peri-
odicity of the signal from (24) is 1Ts . Its continuous CA is
given by ([7], Eq. 81)
Rαs,Ts(τ ) =
⎧⎨
⎩
0 for α = kTs
1
Ts
∞∑
n=−∞
Rc(nTs)rαp (τ − nTs)ej2παφ otherwise,
(25)
where k ∈ Z and rαα(τ ) is defined as ([7], Eq. 82)
rαα(τ ) 
∞∫
−∞
p (t + τ/2)p∗ (t − τ/2) e−j2παt dt. (26)
The symbol Z denotes the set of integers, i. e., k ∈
{. . . ,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, . . . }.
We consider the case where cn is a purely stationary
random sequence. Thus, its autocorrelation Rc(nTs) =
R0c (nTs) is non-zero only at n = 0 (cf. (2)), reducing (25) to
Rαs,Ts(τ ) =
{
0 for αTs /∈ Z
σ 2c
Ts r
α
p (τ )ej2παφ otherwise,
(27)
where σ 2c is the average power of cn. In the following,
we assume a rectangular pulse shape of length Ts, i. e.,
p(t) = rect( tTs ), which leads to p(t + τ2 )p∗(t − τ2 ) =
rect
(
t
Ts−|τ |
)
. Thus, applying the Fourier transform to (26)
yields
Rαs,Ts(τ ) =
{
0 for αTs /∈ Z
σ 2c
Ts−|τ |
Ts sinc(α(Ts − |τ |))ej2παφ otherwise,
(28)
for |τ | ≤ Ts where sinc(x) = sin(πx)πx . Note that the use
of the absolute value of the delay stems from the fact
that for a real symmetric pulse shape p(t), the expression
p(t + τ2 )p∗(t − τ2 ) is symmetric with respect to τ .
Equation 28 represents the CA of the continuous-time
signal described by (24). The CA of the sampled ver-
sion of (24) at its fundamental cycle frequency and the
harmonics thereof is given by
R′as,ns(ν)
∣∣
a=k Nns
= σ
2
c
ns
sin(π aN (ns − |ν|))
sin
(
π aN
) ej2π aN dφ . (29)
The derivation of this expression can be found in the
appendix.
The coefficients of the closed-form expression (29)
together with the alternative case R′as,ns(ν)
∣∣
a=k Nns
= 0 at
different discrete cycle frequencies a are arranged in a vec-
tor rνs,ns [a] matching the format of the DFT matrix, such
that
rνs,ns [a] =
{
R′αs,ns(ν) for a ∈ {0, . . . , N2 },
R′(a−N)s,ns (ν) for a ∈ {N2 + 1, . . . ,N − 1}.
(30)
Note that adding purely stationary noise to the signal s(t)
does not change its asymptotic CA (with the exception of
(a, ν) = (0, 0), at which point the CA’s value is the average
power of signal and noise, cf. (2)) since the noise exhibits
no inherent periodic behavior. Due to this fact, (30) can
also be used as a reference for the CA of signals contam-
inated with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with
the exception mentioned.
Given (30), we can now construct the asymptotic
dictionary:
◦
D
(N2 )
asy,l =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
abs
(
rνls,ns=N1
)
∥∥∥∥rνls,ns=N1
∥∥∥∥

1
, . . . ,
abs
(
rνls,ns= NN/2
)
∥∥∥∥rνls,ns= NN/2
∥∥∥∥

1
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (31)
Note that in contrast to the single symmetry dictionary,
there is a whole set of asymptotic dictionaries, one for
each delay value of interest. The columns of the dictio-
naries correspond to actual symbol lengths i. e., actual
cycle frequencies. Thus, each column contains the abso-
lute value of the normalized asymptotic CA of a cycle
frequency candidate where the discrete symbol lengths
ns ∈
{
N
1 , . . . ,
N
N/2
}
correspond to the discrete cycle fre-
quencies a ∈ {1, . . . ,N/2}. It is worth noting that in
addition to its role as the basis of the second structure
dictionary for Algorithm 2, the expression (30) serves
as a reference for the direct comparison of different CA
estimation methods in Section 6.
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5 Cyclostationarity detection from sparse cyclic
spectra
Both the SOMP-based (Algorithm 1) and the dictionary-
assisted CA estimation (Algorithm 2) are able to recover
the CA without knowing which cycle frequencies are con-
tained in the signal beforehand. Furthermore, since the
the (row) support of Rˆx corresponds to the candidate cycle
frequencies, its identification in Algorithm 1 (line 4) or in
Algorithm 2 (line 5) can be interpreted as blind cyclosta-
tionary spectrum sensing by itself. However, under practi-
cal limitations on the number of samples available for CA
estimation and attainable SNR levels, the support estimate
is likely to contain errors, e.g., missed and/or falsely iden-
tified support entries. This calls for a further testing of
the candidate cyclofrequencies that can be performed by
applying the TDT method described in Section 2.2. How-
ever, the obtained sparse CA is not directly compatible
with the traditional TDT because, since only few of the
coefficients of Rˆx are recovered and all other coefficients
are set to zero, it is not possible to reliably estimate the
covariance matrix ˆxx∗ underH0. To tackle this problem,
we present a modification of the traditional TDT.
The traditional TDT is a CFAR detector, i. e., the prob-
ability density function (PDF) of its test statistic under
H0 is asymptotically independent of any signal parameters
like, e. g., the noise power. To achieve this, the TDT first
estimates the CA noise covariance and then rescales the
original CA by this estimate so that the scaled CA follows
a standard Gaussian distribution. This is where the prob-
lem occurs. Although, we are ultimately only interested in
the CA coefficients that are located at the signal’s cycle
frequencies, for the estimation of the noise covariance, we
need the coefficients lying between the cycle frequencies,
which only carry estimation noise. SOber and Dice do not
recover these. Thus, we propose an extension to the TDT,
the sparse TDT, to bridge this gap in the following.
To obtain optimal CA recovery performance, one would
choose the sensingmatrixAwithminimum structure, i. e.,
the selection of the m entries of the delay product would
be completely random. However, to tackle the aforemen-
tioned problem, we choose a combination of consecutive
and random delay product elements. The consecutive part
comprises the first βm rows of Ym, where β ∈ [0.01, 0.5]
and · denotes the ceiling operation. The remainder of
the rows of Ym is a random selection of the remaining
rows of YN . The first step of the sparse TDT is to deter-
mine the classical CA estimation of the consecutive block
of delay product elements. In the next step, the cycle
frequency of interest a0 is determined using either Algo-
rithm 1 or Algorithm 2. Next, the covariance matrix for
the cycle frequency a0 corresponding to the N size CA(
ˆ
(N)
xx∗ (a0)
)
needs to be determined, where the superscript
(N) indicates the corresponding CA size. It is obtained as
ˆ
(N)
xx∗ (a0) =
ˆ
(βm)
xx∗ (β mN a0)√
β mN
, (32)
where ˆ(βm)xx∗ is the covariance matrix corresponding to
the βm size CA estimated from the consecutive samples
in the first step. The test statistic is subsequently evaluated
as (cf. (18))
T sparsexx∗ = N rˆxx∗(a0)
⎛
⎜⎝ ˆ
(βm)(β mN a0)√
β mN
⎞
⎟⎠
−1
rˆTxx∗(a0).
(33)
The consecutive sample ratio β is a trade-off param-
eter. The optimal sparse recovery performance is to be
expected for the case that A = NMF−1 has the smallest
possible amount of structure, which here corresponds to
the case where the set of known delay product elements is
chosen completely at random i. e., for β = 0. Contrarily,
the best estimation quality for the CA covariance matrix
ˆxx∗ is achieved when all known delay product elements
are consecutive i. e., for β = 1.
6 Numerical evaluation
In this section, we compare the performance of the meth-
ods presented in the preceding sections. The parameters
used throughout this section are given in Table 1.
We begin by investigating the influence of the consecu-
tive sample ratio β on the spectrum sensing performance.
Figure 1 shows how the detection rate changes with β
for an SNR of 0 dB and different false alarm rates. For
all methods but the OMP, β = 0.15 seems to be a good
choice. For the OMP, the detection rate increases mono-
tonically with β . However, as can be seen below, even
Table 1 System parameters
Parameter Symbol Value(s)
Size of the CA vector - CS methods N 4000
No. of known delay product elements m 1000
Size of the CA vector - classic method m 1000
Discrete time delays ν {1, 2, 3, 4}
Modulation type BPSK
Discrete symbol length ns 8
Signal to noise ratio SNR {−4, . . . , 4}dB
No. of Monte Carlo instances 10000
Consecutive sample ratio β {0.01, . . . , 0.5}
Covariance estimation window type W Kaiser
Kaiser window parameter αKaiser 10
Kaiser window length L 201
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Fig. 1 Detection rate over consecutive sample ratio for different false alarm rates at 0 dB SNR
for the OMP, a high β is no good choice regarding other
performance categories.
In Fig. 2, the best achievable detection rate, i. e., the
detection rate for the individual best choice of β , of
the different detectors is plotted over the receiver SNR
for different false alarm rates. The term oracle expresses
that a method has prior knowledge about the exact cycle
frequencies contained in the signal. The classic method
depends on this knowledge while for the sparse recovery,
it reduces the CA recovery to solving the overdetermined
Fig. 2Maximum detection rate (optimal individual consecutive sample ratio selection) over SNR for different false alarm rates
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Fig. 3 False alarm rate that has to be selected according to the chi-squared distribution to obtain different actual false alarm rates over the
consecutive sample ratio
least-square problem for the given support (cf. lines 5
and 6 in Algorithm 1 or lines 6 and 7 in Algorithm 2).
As expected, the oracle methods outperform the meth-
ods which have to determine the CA support themselves
by a large margin. Regarding the case of missing support
knowledge, the Dice algorithm clearly outperforms the
SOber algorithm as well as OMP. It is to be noted that
both, Fig. 1 as well as Fig. 2 do not show a significant
performance advantage of exploiting the full knowledge
of the asymptotic CA (Dice (asy)) over just exploiting its
symmetry property (Dice (sym)) for a sensible choice of β .
The lines in Fig. 3 show which false alarm rate accord-
ing to the ideal chi-squared distribution has to be set in
order to achieve 1, 3, 5, and 10% false alarm rate in the
actual system. The dashed lines cross at the desired false
alarm rate with β = 0.15. While the two Dice methods
roughly keep within a 1% offset, OMP, and SOber show
a decreasing degree of equivalence for an increasing false
alarm rate. This indicates that using the chi-squared dis-
tribution for setting the decision threshold of the Dice
algorithm is viable, which is an important observation. It
means that in contrast to many other spectrum sensing
Fig. 4 Left hit rate over SNR, right absolute index error over SNR. Both at consecutive sample ratio 0.15
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Fig. 5MSE between the CAF estimation and the actual (analytic) value. Left over the whole support, right at the cycle frequencies. Both at
consecutive sample ratio 0.15
algorithms, Dice approximately possesses a desirable fea-
ture called constant false alarm rate i. e., its test statistic is
independent of system parameters like the receiver noise
power.
Figure 4 shows how well the support of the CA is recov-
ered by the different methods. Since different types of
communication signals feature different cycle frequencies,
this information can be used for system identification. The
hit rate is the chance of exactly recovering the correct sup-
port while the absolute index error is the mean recovery
error in terms of CA bins. Obviously, the Dice methods
have superior support recovery capabilities.
The final performance category we evaluate is the CA
estimation quality achievable by sparse recovery methods
measured by the mean squared error (MSE). In the left
graph of Fig. 5, theMSE over the whole CA is plotted while
the right graph shows the MSE at the spikes of the CA, i.
e., the MSE at the actual cycle frequencies. To determine
the error, we use the analytic expression for the asymp-
totic CA vector as derived in Section 4.2, i. e., the MSE is
defined as
‖Rˆx −
[rν1s,ns , . . . , rνnνs,ns] ‖2F
Nnν
, (34)
where ‖ · ‖F is the Frobenius norm. The sparse recovery
method has a much lower overall MSE. This is caused by
the fact that it sets all CA coefficients but the detected
support to zero while the classical method results in a CA
that features estimation noise between the spikes. Regard-
ing the spikeMSE, bothmethods seem to perform roughly
equivalently.
7 Conclusions
Blind operation and constant false alarm rate (CFAR) are
desirable characteristics of spectrum sensing algorithms.
Unfortunately, cyclostationarity-based approaches typi-
cally only feature either one or the other. We showed
that this can be changed by using sparse recovery meth-
ods in the CA estimation. Subsequently, we developed a
way to use further prior knowledge in addition to spar-
sity for superior CA estimation. We derived a closed-form
expression of the CA of sampled linearly modulated sig-
nals with rectangular pulse shape to be used both as prior
information for the CA estimation and as a reference for
comparison. Finally, we extended a well-known statisti-
cal test for cyclostationarity to accommodate sparse input.
The results allow us to conclude that the proposed Dice
algorithm in combination with the symmetric structure
dictionary constitutes a viable alternative to the classical
TDT for the case of missing prior information about the
cycle frequencies contained in the signal.
Endnote
1Note that although we use the vector of Nyquist rate
samples xt0 to calculate x¯t0 , we do so for notational conve-
nience only. In practice, one can directly obtain the sub-
Nyquist samples x¯t0 by means of non-uniform sampling
for instance.
8 Appendix
8.1 Discrete asymptotic CA
The relation between the CA of the continuous time-
domain signal s(t), and its sampled counterpart {s(nTe)}
is given by ([36], Ch. 11, Sec. C, Eq. (111))
R′αs,Ts(νTe) =
∞∑
l=−∞
Rα+
l
Te
s,Ts (νTe)e
jπ lν . (35)
The sum over l reflects the infinite aliasing caused by the
sampling. In the next step, we insert (28) into (35). Also,
we express quantities in terms of the sampling period Te,
i. e., Ts → nsTe,α → aNTe ,φ → dφTe, with ns, a,N ∈ Z.
This leads to
R′as,ns(ν) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
0 for a = kNns
σ 2c
ns−|ν|
ns e
j2π aN dφ
∞∑
l=−∞
ejπ lν
·ej2π ldφ sinc(( aN + l)(ns − |ν|)) otherwise,
(36)
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for |ν| ≤ ns, where ns is the oversampling factor. In this
step, we used the fact that for our assumptions all aliases
of the fundamental cycle frequency and its harmonics lie
on top of the actual fundamental cycle frequency and its
harmonics, i. e., (α + lTe )Ts ∈ Z iff αTs ∈ Z. Inserting
the discrete quantities given above, we get ( aN + l)ns ∈ Z
iff aN ns ∈ Z. Since ns ∈ Z and l ∈ Z, this always holds.
To rule out any spectral leakage, we choose N as an inte-
ger multiple of ns, since then, a = k Nns is also an integer
and thus the fundamental discrete cycle frequency and its
harmonics hit center frequencies of frequency bins.
For a = k Nns expression (36) can be shown to be
R′as,ns(ν)
∣∣
a=k Nns
= σ 2c sin(π
a
N (ns−|ν|))
πns e
j2π aN dφ
∞∑
l=−∞
(−1)l
a
N +l .
(37)
To obtain (37) we used the definition of the sinc and
exploited the facts that ejπk = (−1)k for k ∈ Z and
that sin(x + kπ) = (−1)ksin(x) for k ∈ Z. The pulse
timing phase parameter dφ was set to ns+12 . This has the
following reason. In order to simplify the numerical eval-
uation, we want to choose φ such that the beginning of
the observed receiver signal is aligned with the rectangu-
lar pulse shapes, i. e., we would set φ = Ts2 . However,
doing so would lead to the need to sample at the discon-
tinuities caused by the instant change in amplitudes at
the transition between symbols. To avoid this, we choose
φ = Ts2 + , where  ∈ (0,Te). Note that (37) is the same
for any  ∈ (0,Te). In order to ease the derivation, we can
thus choose  = Te2 , i. e., dφ = ns+12 .
The infinite series in (37) can be expressed as
∞∑
l=−∞
(−1)l
a
N +l =
N
a +
∞∑
l=1
(−1)l
a
N +l +
(−1)l
a
N −l
= Na + 12
∞∑
l=1
− 1l+ a2N − 12 +
1
l− a2N − 12
− 1l− a2N +
1
l+ a2N
= Na + 12
∞∑
l=1
− l+ a2N − 12− a2N + 12l(l+ a2N − 12 ) +
l− a2N − 12+ a2N + 12
l(l− a2N − 12 )
− l− a2N + a2Nl(l− a2N ) +
l+ a2N − a2N
l(l+ a2N )
= Na + 12
∞∑
l=1
a
2N − 12
l(l+ a2N − 12 )
− − a2N − 12l(l− a2N − 12 ) +
− a2N
l(l− a2N ) −
a
2N
l(l+ a2N ) .
(38)
The digamma function, denoted by ψ(z), possesses a
series expansion given by ([37], Eq. (6.3.16))
ψ(1 + z) = −γ +
∞∑
n=1
z
n(n+z) for z /∈ {−1,−2,−3, . . . },
(39)
where γ denotes the Euler-Mascheroni constant. We can
thus simplify (38) by expressing it in terms of the digamma
function as
∞∑
l=−∞
(−1)l
a
N +l =
N
a + 12
(
ψ
( 1
2 + a2N
) − ψ ( 12 − a2N
)
+ψ (1 − a2N
) − ψ (1 + a2N
))
.
(40)
Since the reflection and the recurrence formulas of the
digamma function are known to be ([37], Eq. (6.3.7))
ψ(1 − z) − ψ(z) = πcot(πz) (41)
and ([37], Eq. (6.3.5))
ψ(1 + z) = ψ(z) + 1z , (42)
respectively, we obtain
ψ
( 1
2 + a2N
) − ψ ( 12 − a2N
)
= ψ (1 − ( 12 − a2N
)) − ψ ( 12 − a2N
)
= πcot (π ( 12 − a2N
)) (43)
and
ψ
(
1 − a2N
) − ψ (1 + a2N
)
= ψ (1 − a2N
) − ψ ( a2N
) − 2Na= πcot(π a2N ) − 2Na .
(44)
Inserting (43) and (44) into (40) results in
∞∑
l=−∞
(−1)l
a
N +l =
1
2π
(
cot
(
π
( 1
2 − a2N
)) + cot (π a2N
))
= 12π
(
tan
(
π a2N
) + cot (π a2N
)) = πsin(π aN ) .
(45)
Finally, substituting (45) into (37) gives us the
expression (29).
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